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1. Introduction 
In [l], De Poli et al. presented a general-purpose interactive program for designing mini- 
mum-phase digital filters in minimax norm, starting from arbitrary specifications and/or range 
restrictions on their magnitude-squared frequency response. At the center of this software 
package is an improved version of the differential correction algorithm [3] which includes the 
possibility of restricting the range of the approximants. As they note, this improved version of 
the differential correction algorithm (DIFCOR) is not only very robust, but also includes as an 
option a combined Remes differential correction algorithm [2]. (An updated version of the 
differential correction algorithm allowing general linear constraints [4] is now available from 
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netlib@nanet.ornl.gov under the request send CDFCOR from A and a survey of the differen- 
tial correction algorithm is available in [7].) 
Using either of these two approximation codes, the solution of their design problem is found 
from the calculation of a best uniform nonnegative univariate rational approximation to a given 
continuous function on a union of a finite set of closed bounded intervals contained in [0, 11. It 
is their assertion that their software package be seriously considered as providing a general 
design tool for infinite impulse response (IIR) digital filters as the McClellan-Parks-Rabiner 
code [6] (a trigonometric polynomial Remes algorithm) has for the case of linear-phase finite 
impulse response (FIR) digital filter design. In support of this, they report that extensive testing 
of the code has been performed showing its robustness and generality and they include 
examples of the design of a bandpass filter, a low-pass filter, a series of low-pass filters using 
the restricted range feature of DIFCOR and a minimum-phase FIR filter. 
Following their investigations described above they progressed to questions concerning the 
design of a two-dimensional recursive digital filter. The design procedure followed for this 
problem led to a coupled rational approximation problem. In order to describe this approxima- 
tion problem, we have need of the following notation. Fix [O, l] c R’ and denote by R(m, n) 
the classical space of algebraic rational functions defined on [0, 11, i.e., 
R(m,n)= r=$:ptII,,qE4,q(x)>Oon[O,lJ 
i 
and (P, 4) = 1 
Define the set of all nonnegative elements of R(m, n) to be the set 
R+(m, n) = {Y ER(m, n): r(x) 2 0 on [0, l]}. 
Given this notation, their procedure for designing a two-dimensional recursive digital filter 
reduces to the following two coupled one-dimensional constrained rational approximation 
problems. Let A = I, U 12, I, and Z, disjoint closed intervals in [0, 11. Define f on A by 
f ] I, = 1 and f 1 I, = 0 and fix n and m two nonnegative integers. Then, solve the following. 
(1) Find r: E R+(m, m) such that 
Ilf-r,*I)=inf(llf-rll: rER+(m, m)}, 
where (( . (( denotes the uniform norm on C(A). 
(2) Using r: found in step (11, find rz E R+(n, n) such that 
Ilf -r: * r; )I = inf( 1) f - r-7 *r((: rER+(n, n)). 
This particular rational approximation problem was conveyed to us by Mian in a private 
communication where the desired two-dimensional filter has as its transfer function the cascade 
(product) of r? and r;. He noted that DIFCOR is being used to solve this coupled 
approximation problem and he remarked that the code has turned out to be very robust both 
numerically and student-wise. The purpose of his note was to report his obervation that when 
II < m occurs, r; = 1 is the computed solution to (2). However, this is not necessarily the case 
when it > m holds. He also remarked that for the corresponding unrestricted coupled rational 
approximation problem the standard alternation theory appears to imply that r,f = 1 will hold 
whenever n < 2m and he asked if there is a general theory confirming this behavior. (Actually, 
examples can be given to show that his conjecture for the unrestricted setting is not true. The 
difficulty is that r,*(x) < 0 occurs at extrema in I2 and an alternation argument fails to hold in 
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this case. Also, the defect of r? would have to appear in the inequality n G 2m in any such 
result.) 
The answer to his question is as follows. Define d,* = min(m - apf, m - aq?) corresponding 
to r; =p,Y/q: ~R+(rn, m). From the general theory of restricted rational approximation [S], 
r;” E R+(m, m) is best to f on A if and only if there exists an alternant {x1,. . . , xN) CA with 
N > 2m - d; + 2, i.e., either 
If(xi)-r~(xi)l=Ilf-r~))=el* or rT(xi)=O, 
for i= l,..., N, and a(x,> = --~(x,+~>, for i = 1,. . . , N - 1, where 
a(xi) = 
i 
1, if YT(Xi) = 0, 
SgIl(f(Xi) - r,*(xi)), otherwise. 
Note that by standard arguments r: exists and is unique. Also note that e,* > 0 must hold since 
a rational function cannot match a nontrival step function everywhere and e: < II f - i II = i. 
Thus, if rT(ni) = 0, then xi E II. For any alternant X= {x1,. . . , xN), define X+= Ix,‘, . . . , XL), 
to be the largest (ordered) subset of X such that rT<x+> # 0 and sgn(f(x+) - rT(xT>) = 
G-yl~;~~(f(~~) - rT(x,f>> for all i = 1,. . . , L. (If there is more than one largest subset, select 
Theorem 1. Let r: be the best approximation to f on A from R+(rn, ml. Let X be an alternant for 
f - r: for which L is as large as possible. Then, 
(a) if II < L - 2, then rc = 1 is the unique solution to the problem 
inf{/lf - rf .r(): rER+(n, n)); 
(b) ifn > L - 2, then there ex&ts r: E R+(n, n) with 
Ilf -r: ~GVI<llf--~~1Il. 
Proof. (a) Suppose that n G L - 2 holds and that i: =@/q E R+(n, n) satisfies II f - r: * F II < 
II f - r;” . 1 I(. This assumption coupled with r-:(x’> > 0 for i = 1,. . . , L implies that 
sgn(f(x+) - rt(x+))(T(x+) - 1) > 0, 
for i = 1 , . . . , L. This then implies that p - @ has at least L - 1 zeros counting multiplicities up 
to order two. Our assumption that n <L - 2 then implies that p = 4, since both p and 4 are 
elements of I7,. Hence, ? = 1, which completes the proof of (a). 
To establish (b) let n > L - 2 hold. Then there exists points 
20 = 0 -(x7’ <t, <x; <z, < *. * <XL_1 <,z_l <XL < 1 =zL, 
for which (without loss of generality) (- l)‘( f(x) - r:(x)) < e;” holds on [,z_~, zi] (7 (I, U I,) 
and ) f<zi> - r,*(zi> 1 <eF holds for i = 1,. . . , L. Choose E > 0 so that there are no points 
x E [zO, tI] n (II U 1J with f(x) - r:(x) < -eT + E (so that if x E [z,, zl], then either x 65 <II 
~1,) or x E (II U 1.J and f(x) - r:(x) 3 -eT + E), there are no points x E [zl, z2] n (1, UI,) 
with f(x) - r:(x) > e? - E, etc. Set 4 = 1 and select p E 17L_1 so that P(zi) = 1 for i = 
1 ,**., L - 1, p(O)> 1 and jjj/q- 111 G e/(2 II rf II>. Now, for x E [zO, zl) n (II U I,> with 
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r:(x) # 0 we have ? =j/a > 1, so f(x) -Y,*(X) *Y(x) <f(x) -r,*(x) gel*; also, f(zl) - 
r:cz,> * T(zJ =f<z,> - qyzJ < el*. Further, for x E [z,, zr] n (II u I,), we have 
f(x) -Y:(x)+(x) =f(x) -Y:.(X) -r::(x)(+) - 1) 
2 -4 +4~3I~ > -eT. 
We also have that if T:(X) = 0 for x E [to, zr] 17 (II U I,), then I f(x) - T:(X) * Y(x) I = I f(x) I 
=O<e,*. Hence, ( f(x) - Y:(X) - i’(x) ( < e T for all x E [z,, zl] n (II u 1.J Using the same 
arguments for the remaining intervals gives that ]I f - Y: . i: 1) < II f - r? II holds, completing 
the proof. q 
For the examples Mian considered, m + 1 alternating extrema occurred in both the passband 
and stopband so that X+ consisted of the m + 1 passband alternating extrema and one 
ordinary extremum from the stopband. Thus, L = m + 2, so that Theorem 1 agrees with his 
observation of Y: = 1 when n f m. However, we would expect this to not be the case as the 
length of I, tends to 0 while IZ remains fixed. Observe that this theory can be generalized to 
the case of a finite number of disjoint closed intervals and general continuous f. Finally, 
existence of rc is an open question as [8] shows that the usual existence argument should not 
be expected to hold here. 
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